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Escort - Hello Gentlemen, I'm Nova Nite, some of you may
Hello Gentlemen, I'm Nova Nite, some of you may remember me from NS, I had a lot of
wonderful reviews on there, I'm posting some screenshots of my reviews that managed to
save before they shut down. My Characteristics: I'm a fun loving &#129303;snuggle
bunny, with goofy sense of humor, &#128541;and a contagious laugh. &#129315;
&#128129;I've got soft magical healing hands, to help relax, and ease any tension away.
&#128134;&#8205;&#9794;&#65039; I'm available for in call only, come join me in my
private, cozy sanctuary, located in Manteca, with safe easy parking. All appointments must
be confirmed exactly one hour prior to your desired time of arrival, otherwise I will assume
you're a no show. Same day appointments only. You must be over 18, preferably 40 +. I'm
open to all races, as long as you're a respectful, generous gentleman, that doesn't ask me
any vulgar, questions regarding what codes are on the menu, then we should get along
just fine. Text or Call me at: 209-325-9243 Nova~Nite. &#128139;
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